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Chapter 1 : Beyond Shame (Audiobook) by Kit Rocha | www.nxgvision.com
Beyond Shame is an interesting mix of post-apocalyptic dystopia and erotic romance that sets up a very interesting
world that's an odd mix of scifi, MC, and different worlds tropes about self-discovery and redemption, and it was certainly
interesting.

Donna Herren and Bree Bridges. This series takes place in a dystopian world after solar flares took all
technology on the planet. Electricity is not stable either. Eden is supposed to be a utopia, but with all its rules
and restrictions, it is far from it. She is kicked out of the city and dumped into Sector Four to fend for herself.
The sectors surrounding Eden are known for their corruption and crime. They are run by gangs and street rules
apply. He makes the best liquor in the area and makes tons of money at it. Sector Four is also known for its
explicit extracurricular activities. Nothing is off limits as long as it is consensual. Jasper takes in Noelle who is
on something and nurses her back to health. Jasper, even though he is a cage fighter and a thug, he has quite
the soft spot and Noelle fits there perfect. They are perfect together. He is a natural dominant. Noelle is a
natural submissive who wants nothing more than to experience life. They are hot, tattooed and share well, for
the most part. There are some pretty elaborate sex parties in the sector. The people in the gang are loyal,
sarcastic and cocky. You are even tattooed with cuffs around your wrists to prove you are part of the gang for
life. It also offers you extra protection in the sector. Beyond Shame Audiobook Narration my review The
narration is good. Lucy Malone does a good job with each of the different characters. Each character has a
distinct voice. The tone and pace is done well. After penning dozens of paranormal novels, novellas and
stories as Moira Rogers, they branched out into gritty, sexy dystopian romance. Lucy Malone has narrated
dozens of audiobooks and is one of the most sought-after voices for erotica narration.
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Beyond Shame Beyond, Book One All Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted was a life beyond-beyond her stifling role
as a prim and proper councilman's daughter, and beyond the walls of the patriarchal city of Eden, the only remnants of
safety in a world destroyed by solar storms decades earlier.

Jasper clenched his jaw as fresh pain welled. He could handle getting punched in the head better than he could
handle these damn needles sometimes. We can take Dom along, settle things nice and uncivilized in an alley.
Jasper glanced down at the red heart emerging on his chest. Gonna rescue some kittens? And I do plan to see.
You might not want to get too attached. Anything more sinister and Lex would kill himâ€”and Dallas knew it.
Need to get a grease monkey out here to look at it. Have Rachel knock off her shift early and check it out.
Maybe you should ask. I could be Dom. A task that could consume his attention as well as anything else. Did
she get off on other kinds of pain too? Would having the needles thrust into her delicate skin over and over get
her as hot? He could picture the black vinyl seat, slick and shiny with the evidence of her unbearable arousal.
Better he be thereâ€”just in case. Three days outside Eden, and her old life seemed like a dream. The scent of
liquor was amazing, sharp and heady. Every moment in the sectors was so real, gritty and hard, smashing into
her numbed senses. It had to be partly shock. The trauma of going from jail to the streets to drugged out of her
mind. Showers with endless hot water, electricity that came from underground wires rather than loud,
smoke-spitting generators. Instead she remembered the locks on her windows. The cameras that tracked her
every movement.
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Kit Rocha added a status update: A note about ebook pricing for anyone who's curious: MARKED will be priced at $ for
February only, after which it will be $ We will be releasing BEYOND TEMPTATION on its own later in the year, but it will
cost $ too.

And I must have had quite the smirk on my face while reading it, because my husband pointed out my
perpetual smile. Asked me if it was a good book. You could say that. This howeverâ€¦ oh yes. It is what it is. I
dunno that I want my mommy reading this. Yep, I blushed through the whole book. I felt a littleâ€¦
eeeeeeeeep!!! I squinched my nose a bit at some of theâ€¦ stuffâ€¦ the guys said. I started glancing around.
Tugging on my t-shirt. My eyes bugging wide. Or so I thought but the tugging at the neck of my t-shirt would
seem to indicate otherwise. With that kind of hot, who needs to warm up?! Good girl from right side of town
depends on how you look at it meets bad boy gang member from wrong side. Intense, all In your face like that.
I warmed up to it. Read Beyond Shame by Kit Rocha tonite.. All I can Say isâ€¦. Filthy love, but love
nonetheless Takisha: Okay no not just that. Tattoos are predominant in this society. Talk about permanent
claiming! In our future world after a solar explosion, society has rebuilt itself in a few different ways.
Wealthy, upper class, but that live by strict rules. All the comforts of living, and peace, but so very restricted.
No drinking, no fornicationâ€¦ you get the idea. Then there are the gangs on the outskirts that have no
government laws, or regulations. The laws are imposed by the gang leaders and rival gangs each protect their
territories. And that is where sweet innocent Noelle comes in. She is exiled and let loose into gang territory.
Tattoos â€” on his wrists and arms, the kind they taught about in school and whispered about at church socials.
The sector gangs, the rough criminals who controlled the slums and waged war on virtue and life. What a
world she discovers. I will say, as hot as this book was, the story as a whole comes together well and
eventually takes over.
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Make it disappear, or make sure they find it? He needed to let go. Chapter Nineteen Jasper was avoiding her.
At first, she thought it was her imagination. But sleep had been fleeting and restless, interrupted whenever she
slipped her hand into the vacant space to her left. Her hands trembled as she scrubbed a washcloth over her
newly healed skin, and she needed him. She needed to see him, touch him, know he was safe. She needed to
curl up in his arms and know she was safe. She needed him, and he was supposed to know that. He had to
know that. And if he did know but was ignoring her It was too soon for such thoughts, especially with all the
danger. Dallas had admitted to sending Jasper out on some unspecified errand. Maybe it had taken most of the
night. She drained the tub and dressed for the day, braided her hair in a crown around her head and picked out
a short-sleeved T-shirt that left her armsâ€”and her tattoosâ€”bare. Nothing could change that. That was the
promise tattooed into her skinâ€”her loyalty in exchange for their protection. Trix would be there to open the
doors by noon, ready to serve the truly dedicated drinkers and sell individual bottles of liquor to anyone
unable to strike a special deal with Dallas. Life had to go on. Noelle had swept the floor and taken down the
chairs by the time Trix arrived, trailing a quiet bouncer named Zan. Zan nodded to her and positioned himself
just outside the door, a solid wall of muscle that couldâ€”and wouldâ€”turn deadly at the slightest hint of
danger. Noelle had traded her broom for a cloth to wipe down the scarred wooden tables when the door swung
open again, admitting two men almost as large as Zanâ€”and tragically familiar. Noelle clenched her fingers
around the cloth until the nubby fabric dug painfully into her skin. Her father looked impossibly older, as if
months or even years had passed instead of weeks and days. The grooves carved around his steely eyes were
deeper, the furrows that formed when his brows drew together more intense. Not on its own, anyway. He
looked at herâ€”no, past her, his gaze gliding by without a glimmer of recognition before snapping back to her
face. His brow crinkled, and he straightened the hem of his jacket. Squaring her shoulders, she faced him with
only her deathly grip on the dishtowel to betray her fear. Your mother and Iâ€”we want you to come home. He
stared back, the perfect picture of polite surpriseâ€”and even here, in the sector slums, he might as well have
been playing for the vids. Anger took root, and she gave it voice for the first time in her life. The bullets had
been meant for her. Her father knew it, Dallas knew it Jasper probably knew it. Your mother misses you. Her
empty room with its endless trinkets, physical luxury and unending leisure. Hot showers and baths that never
cooled, no matter how long you lingered. Soft lighting from every surface. Sheets changed every morning by
silent servants. No pain, no pleasure, just the anesthesia of safety. Her lips were numb already. The words
could mean anything. Of course, the words really could mean anything. She wore his ink now, and loyalty
went both ways. And Edwin had always told lies with the truth. Fixing her expression, she handed the tablet
back to him. Will you at least think about it? What can you offer me? She shoved them in her pockets to hide
it and lifted her voice. Her knees wobbled as she collapsed more than sat, the air rushing from her lungs with
an explosive sigh. Trix appeared at her elbow with a shot glass, her green eyes sympathetic. You should think
about it. She drained the shot glass and slammed it down on the table. She turned in time to see Trix duck
outside with Zan, leaving the bar as empty of distractions as it was witnesses. Still staring at the front door,
she cleared her throat. Dark laughter spilled free of her as she shook her head. You knew that, right?
Chapter 5 : Beyond Shame : Kit Rocha :
Beyond Shame is the first book in the Beyond series and is an Erotic Romance/Science Fiction written by Kit Rocha.
The Review: When I read the blurb for Beyond Shame, I was excited to add it to my reading list and even more excited
when I got it as a R2R but now having read it, I have to say I'm very disappointed in this book.
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The story of Beyond Shame allows you to take a step outside of normality, the set up of districts and dealings is exciting
and leaves you curious - for more! The innocence of characters, the experience of others and mixed with violence and
reality - fantastic.

Chapter 7 : Download/Read "Beyond Shame" by Kit Rocha for FREE!
All Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted is a life beyond-beyond the walls of Eden, where only the righteous are allowed
to remain, and beyond her stiflingly restrictive existence as a councilman's daughter.

Chapter 8 : Beyond Shame | Kit Rocha | | NetGalley
Beyond Shame Librarian s note This is an alternate cover edition for ISBN All Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted is a
life beyond beyond the walls of Eden where only.

Chapter 9 : Kit Rocha (Author of Beyond Shame)
Beyond shame book by kit rocha - thrift books Book One in the bestselling, award-winning BEYOND series.A dangerous
world of sex, lust and violenceAll Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted is a life.
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